
        International Center for STRESS and EMOTIONS Management

Change your life with a cutting edge program
transformation and personal growth.

Your expert: Aonghas von RYCKER, astrophysicist, researcher / specialist in neurophotonics (medical applications), STRANNIK PPS* mentor

More than 35 years of scientific research have shown that: 

                  reality                                                                                                                                                                                                an affected perception of reality

Stresses are generated by fears, anxieties, anxiety, various pressures...
Pollution comes from junk food, air, water, the environment...
The diseases are mainly the consequences of psychosomatic shocks.

More than 35 years of scientific research, experiments and tests
have made it possible to design the only technology in the world capable of: 

- detect the distortions that affect your perception among 16 million coloured shades,
- to  perform, thanks to artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms,  a comparative analysis among
more than 3050 physiological, psychological and personality disorders,
- to establish a unique individual non-invasive neuroregulation program by targeted and pulsed
light therapy and -phototherapy,
- to   do all this remotely  , from your home  . 

Aonghas offers you specific mentoring* with the most powerful and unique tool in the world in order to
transform the self-sabotage drivers that prevent you from expressing your full potential: 

With the Strannik Psycho-Physio-Scanner*, what was fiction yesterday is now our reality. 
     MATRIX film (1999)  : choice and neurological reprogramming

So what choice do you make for yourself:
suffer your life or take your destiny in hand? 

www.WYNN-SIGEL.com
Cross the shadow, Find the light

Become the best version of yourself
www.STRANNIKPPS.com

(Room for professionals)

*STRANNIK PPS is the only AI software package remotely capable of establishing a complete neuro-physiological, neuro-psychological, neuro-emotional
and personality assessment by highlighting unconscious neuro-biological conflicts. It is also the only software package to offer, based on these assessments,
a targeted reprogramming unique to the person through the non-invasive technology of targeted and pulsed light therapy and phototherapy. 

*Mentor and mentoring: if the coach is a motivator, the mentor is a guide. They adopt a caring, honest listening position that respects the person they
are accompanying. Through his experience, knowledge and skills, the mentor guides his client according to the innate aptitudes of the latter. Throughout
the course, the mentor adapts and brings understanding and development tools that allow the client to find his way and to flourish on his life path.
Aonghas von RYCKER has over 25 years of mentoring experience, including mentoring with STRANNIK PPS technology. 
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https://www.wynn-sigel.com/fr-mentoring.html
http://www.strannikpps.com/

